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Introduction and Acknowledgement
The fall 2014 excavation represented the third investigation at the John J. Pershing Magnet
School site, South Calumet Avenue and 33rd Street in Chicago.
Dr. Michael Gregory, De Paul University, again managed this excavation with the same
enthusiasm shown in the two previous “digs.”
Dr. Safurat Giwa, Principal of Pershing, provided outstanding continuing cooperation to make
the project a success.
The earlier grant from the Abraham Lincoln Bicentennial Foundation was used to finance the
project. Clark Roofing of Broadview Illinois, also, provided necessary equipment, supplies and
transportation for the project. Archaeological specific equipment was provided by De Paul
University and CDRF.
With the support of Dr. Giwa, CDRF Board members Roy Malone and Dean Rodkin presented a
special program for third grade students of Pershing. Details of this program can be found in
prior excavation reports. In addition, the Foundation, in conjunction with Mark Larson, “Write
Through Chicago” conducted a creative writing program for 7th grade students.
Special thanks to CDRF board members Andy Irvine, Dean Rodkin, and Bernard Turner for
devoting so much of their their valuable time to on-site activities during the excavation.
Again, thanks to the Chicago Fire Department for the use of rest rooms over the week end.
Their interest in the project and support of our activities is appreciated.
In addition to CPS students, Prologue Schools had active participation in the excavation. These
students were invaluable in the initial opening of units of this excavation.
In conjunction with the unveiling October 20 of the historic marker nearby, Dr. Gregory
provided tours of the excavation for nearly fifty visitors.
Extra special thanks to the volunteers who participated in the excavation. Without these
volunteers, this, or any excavation, would not be possible. The volunteers represented De Paul
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University, Loyola University, Prologue School, and other private individuals with an interest in
archaeology and history. This outstanding team consisted of:
MARGARET BAKER, KAILEY BEDNAREK, HUNTER BRACISEWSKI, MARY BRENNAN, CHRIS BRINK,
TERA DOBBS, JOHN DRURY, WAYNE ETHERIDGE, COLLEN FAHEY, TOM GORMAN, HANNAH
GOTTSCHALK, HANNAH GUNNING, NICHOLE GRINBERG, JACKIE HACKETT, WILL IPPEN, JESSICA
KALVIG, LINDA KELLER, LINDA KLUTZNICK, LAURA LAUDADIO, KIRSTEN LOPEZ, JACKIE MANN,
MAGGIE MCCLAIN, BRIAN MCDEVITT, MARY MOLTIER, GREG MYCIO, ADRIELLE MARCISIA,
BRANDY NORTON, DEVIN O’BRIEN, DANA RENNINGER, ROBERTO ROBAINA, KELLY SCHMIDT,
JOHN TARIGUCHI, EMILY WAGNER, KELSEY, WEIR, KRISTEN WESIMANTLE, DAVE WHITTAKKER,
MARGIT WILLIS, MONSERRAT WISDOM, AND PHOEBE YATES.
David L. Keller
Managing Director
Camp Douglas Restoration Foundation
www.campdouglas.org
October 30, 2014
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Camp Douglas Background:
Camp Douglas was located between 31st Street, 33rd Place, Cottage Grove Ave and Giles Ave on
the near-south side of Chicago. The camp operated between 1861 and 1865 receiving and
training nearly 40,000 Union soldiers, including African American troops. From 1862 through
1865 the camp also served as a prison camp housing nearly 30,000 Confederate prisoners
during that time. Most of the last prisoners left the camp by July 1865 with the camp
completely razed by December 1865. In years after the camp’s existence nothing remains of its
physical presence. Little, if any, acknowledgement of the camp exists today. Yet, Camp
Douglas was the most significant physical facility in Chicago during the Civil War consisting of 60
acres of land and over 200 buildings. 66 of the building were barracks housing Confederate
prisoners when the camp closed.

Figure 1, Camp Douglas, 1864, Oil in canvas, Albert Meyer, Chicago History Museum

Camp Douglas Restoration Foundation:
The Foundation was incorporated July 2, 2010 as an Illinois general not-for-profit corporation.
It is exempt under section 501(c) (3) of the IRS code.
Mission:
To provide active leadership in the development, delivery, and preservation of educational and
historic information regarding the Upper Midwest, especially Illinois and Chicago during the
Civil War.
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The Foundation is managed by a Board of Directors authorized at ten members with currently
seven members; all serving with no compensation. David L. Keller is the non-paid Managing
Director. Directors serve for a term of one year. There are no term limits on director
appointments.
Specific information on the Foundation’s activities can be found on the web site
www.campdouglas.org.

Background and Planning of the Excavation:
In 2012, CDRF sponsored a successful excavation at Lake Meadows Park, 32nd Street and
Rhodes Ave. (see Figure 2). At that excavation evidence of the foundation for the headquarters
building and a portion of a clay pipe that dated to Camp Douglas were found. These two
discoveries indicated that further excavations were warranted.
Unfortunately, the primary land owner on the site of Camp Douglas, Draper and Kramer, is
exceptionally uncooperative thus, limiting further investigations to the western portion of the
camp located west of King Drive.
In 2013 CDRF and Dr. Gregory determined that a noninvasive investigation of the open area of
John J. Pershing Magnet School, 3200 S. Calumet, and the parking lot of the closed Griffin
Funeral Home, 3220 S. King Drive was appropriate. Approval from Dr. Nancy Jackson, CEO,
Prologue Schools, owner of Griffin Funeral home, and the Chicago Public Schools was quickly
obtained and Dr. Dan Joyce, Kenosha Civil War Museum, completed ground penetrating radar
(GPR) survey at Pershing and the Griffin Funeral Home in July 2013. The 2013-2014 excavations
were on Prisoners Square of Camp Douglas as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2, 2012, 2013, and 2014, excavation sites
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Figure 3, Unit 9-Spring 2014

Soil patters found during the spring 2014 excavation, in Unit 9 (Figure 3), provided the best
evidence of the Camp Douglas period. This soil patter included a number of narrow bands of
cinders with slightly larger bands of sand at the Camp Douglas level. It was speculated that this
patter could have been the disposal of cinders from barracks stoves. As a result, Dr. Gregory
recommended that future investigations be conducted as an off set to Unit 9. This off set is
shown is Figure 4 as unit 13.
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Figure 4, Fall 2014 Site. Units 13 through 16 with Unit 9 from Spring 2014
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Unit 13 and Unit 16 were two meters by two meters. Units 14 and 15 were 2 meters by one
meter.
Units 14 and 15 were selected to complement prior excavations. Unit 16 was located in the
west half of an alley that, after the camp, was extended from 33rd Street to 31st Street.

Giles Avenue

33rd Street
Figure 5, Col Potter drawing ca: 1864 of excavation site

Conduct of Excavation:
The excavation was laid out by Dr. Gregory and David Keller on Wednesday, October 16. This
layout provided for immediate excavation upon the arrival of volunteers on October 17.
That afternoon, Andy Irvine, Clark Roofing and Director of CDRF, delivered material and
equipment to the site. A fence was erected and material moved to the units.
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Figure 6, Set Up

Figure 7, Prologue students open units 15 and 16.

Volunteers arrived at 9:00 am October 17 to begin the excavation. Upon arrival volunteers
were signed in and given a brief overview by CDRF. They were then given a general briefing on
Camp Douglas by David Keller and specific instructions and assigned to a unit by Dr. Gregory.
When possible, volunteers remained in their assigned unit team for their stay at the site. As
work load dictated, Dr. Gregory reassigned volunteers to other units.
All participants were required to sign an “Exculpatory Agreement and Waiver of Claim” with De
Paul University, CPS, and CDRF. Medical evacuation routes, coordination with Chicago Fire
Department ambulance service and on-site first aid was provided. There were no incidents
reported during any of the excavations.
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Figure 8, D. Keller gives volunteer orientation

Each day volunteers worked from 9:00 am until 3:30 pm with a lunch break of approximately 45
minutes. Water and snacks were provided by CDRF.
Rest room facilities were provided by Pershing School during school days. Chicago Fire
Department Engine 19, Truck 11 and Ambulance 4 located at 3421 S. Calumet provided rest
room facilities on Saturday and Sunday.

Figure 9.Level 1, Unit 13
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Figure 10, Mapping level 2, Unit 13

The objective of the excavation was to investigate the entire unit with emphasis on the sand
level where Camp Douglas was built. The sand layer was only approximately 50 centimeters
below the surface. This was much shallower than anticipated.
The fall 2013 and spring 2014 excavations thoroughly investigated 10 centimeter depths down
to the Camp Douglas level. As a result, more rapid excavation using shovels rather than trowels
was completed to the Camp Douglas level. All soil was screened and any artifacts found were
retained and removed according to usual protocol. This allowed the excavation to concentrate
on the Camp Douglas level.
Four units were opened by Friday, October 17. Rain delayed excavation of Units 14 and 15. A
canopy was placed over Unit 13 to allow continued excavation. Hardy volunteers continued to
excavate Unit 15 during the rain.

Figure 11, Volunteer Wayne Etheridge works in rain

Figure 12, De Paul Archaeological Field School work under
Canopy on Unit 13
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Saturday and Sunday, October 18-19 provided significant progress on all units. Unit 16, located
in the former alley proved to contain solid concrete at level 2. As a result, after examination of
the unit’s western edge, the unit was abandoned.

Figure 13, Site looking west

Figure 14, Soil boring Unit 13

Unit 15 appeared to be the rear of the former townhome complex located on the western side
of the site. A foundation of an out-building and a step, probably leading to the house that
fronted on Giles avenue, was uncovered at level 3. This unit was also abandoned.
Unit 14 included a trash pit at levels 2 and 3 that provided a large number of glass artifacts
dating near the turn of the 20th Century. Additional excavation provided conditions similar to
Unit 13 and offers potential future excavation at the Camp Douglas level.

Figure 15, Dr. Gregory inspects Unit 15

Figure 16, Screening Units 14 & 15
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On Monday, October 20, the seventh grade students visited the site as part of the “Write
Through Chicago” creative writing program sponsored by CDRF with Pershing School. This
creative writing was based on information provided on Camp Douglas.
At 10:00 am, Monday a historic marker was unveiled by CDRF and the Illinois State Historical
Society on King Drive just north of 33rd Street. Visitors from the unveiling visited the site and
were briefed by Dr. Gregory.

Figure 17. Historic Marker

Figure 18. Unveiling Visitors Briefed at Excavation

Excivating, mapping, and final data gathering Continued Tuesday and Wednesday. Final Closing
took place on Thursday, October 23, 2014.

Excavation Results:
Again, the excavation was a success from a scientific, educational, and public relations
perspective
On Monday, October 20 a “Brown Face Reed Pipe” was discovered in Unit 13 at the Camp
Douglas level.
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Figure 19. Brown Face Reed Pipe

On Tuesday, October 21, volunteers Laura Laudadio and Greg Mycio were screening the last
two buckets of sand from the Camp Douglas level of Unit 13, In the next to the last bucket a
Union cap bade was discovered. This “B” was the first clearly military artifacts found at this
site.

Figure 20. Union Cap Badge

These two artifacts plus the large quantity of period window glass and nails found at the Camp
Douglas level confirms that the excavation site is Prisoners Square of Camp Douglas.
The Badge Cap has been confirmed by the Museum of the Confederacy, Kenosha Civil War
Museum, and Civil War cap expert Mike McAffee as Union issue beginning in 1863.
Confederate soldiers had these badges less frequently than Union soldiers. Often the
confederate soldiers got these from abandoned Union equipment or captured Union soldiers.
The “Brown Face Reed Pipe” was confirmed by the Museum of the Confederacy as typical of
those used by the Confederate soldier. Based on its similarity to those in the museum’s
collection and the location of discovery, they believed it was from Camp Douglas and likely the
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property of a Union or Confederate soldier.

Future Activities:
These discoveries have led the CDRF and De Paul University to plan additional excavations on
the camp site. The De Paul, along with the Kenosha Civil War Museum, will conduct ground
penetrating radar tests of additional areas of the camp. A primary goal will be to locate the
stockade fencing of the camp. Identification of this feature will allow more precise placement
of camp buildings on the site.
Based on the artifact findings from this excavation, it is likely that other military artifacts can be
found at the Camp Douglas level.
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